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On June 10, 2019 at 12:45pm the Town of Ellington experienced an event that no Town,
business or family ever wants to experience. Shawn Bull an 11 year employee, 48 years of age
received massive injuries while using a gas powered chop saw. A severe laceration to the
neck/throat area, severing the carotid artery and jugular vein were the life threatening wounds.
Immediately the crew on site sprang into action. The first one being Ronald Moser who applied
immediate pressure to the area while calling for his coworker, Richard Daugherty. Rich, who
was inside a catch basin, leapt out and ran to take over. Being a veteran Army medic, Rich had
the experience necessary to save Shawn’s life, and that is just what he did. Knowing the
severity of the injury, Rich called out to the third crew member, Dennis Giroux, and instructed
him to call 911 and request that Life Star be activated. While instructing Dennis on the
necessary disclosures, Rich was able to prevent deadly blood loss and/or suffocation.
Rich handed Shawn’s life over to the paramedics, who got Shawn in to the ambulance and
transported him to the grounded helicopter. After stabilizing Shawn for flight, the Life Star crew
transported Shawn to Bay State Hospital where he immediately went into surgery.
A mere 4 days later, June 14, Shawn was released from the hospital and was in the comfort of
his own home to recover as comfortably as possible.
It is hard to describe the amount of talent that went into saving one man’s life. The three men
that were working with Shawn that day are absolute heroes. As noted by the doctors,
paramedics, Life Star crew, and all first responders involved, Ronald Moser, Rich Daugherty,
and Dennis Giroux saved Shawn Bull’s life.
These actions by them should be recognized as heroic acts in the life saving of Shawn Bull
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